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Our third visit to Albuquerque offers a new collection of words named in honor of 
the city. Each contains a pair of identical letter triads that are separated by at least one 
other letter. After their excision, any gaps that have been created are closed by 
compression in order to form the residue of the original word. Said residues, found in 
Column A, require the reintroduction of appropriately placed triads found in Column B in 
order to reestablish the original Albuquerque word. As has become customary, five 
impostors are included in Column By since each triad is available for use at most once. 
As you hone your perceptive skills in preparation for this call to battle, a prayer 
might be in order - the one that magically would restore the residue PANOS to the 
Albuquerque word PAmRNOSER by the inclusion of the underlined triad as noted. 
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